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How do attackers get an initial access to a target system?

Stolen credentials
1.8B of stolen credentials have been
exposed

Exposed credentials
Credentials inadvertently exposed on
public source code repository such as
Github

Weak authentication systems
Expose a Docker management API to public internet
Use of default passwords in IoT devices

It’s all about credentials!
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Threat Model
- Attackers infiltrate a target system by using stolen credentials or exploiting
weak authentication.
- Assume multi-stage attacks, which can potentially be stopped at different
point of the attack.

- User and attacker activities are observed by monitoring systems at host and
4
network level.

Problem Statement
Problem Statement
Detect multi-stage attacks before the system misuse

Approach
- Automatically extract attack characteristics, represented by factor functions
- Construct factor graphs based on factor functions and observed events to
determine user state
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What is a Factor Graph
A factor graph (FG) is an undirected graph
of random variables and factor functions.

The factor functions represent functional
relationships between variables, e.g., prior
beliefs or expert knowledge.
An edge connects a factor function and a
variable if that variable is used by the
factor function.

An example Factor Graph of three variables
x, y, z.
A function g(x,y,z) are factorized into a
product of f1(x)f2(x,y)f3(y,z)
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Why Factor Graphs?
Consider a joint probability distribution p(x1, …,xn) of variables describing user states and
security logs
Factor Graphs are general probabilistic graphical model that subsume both Bayesian
Networks and Markov Random Fields. In addition, FGs can express relationships that
BNs and MRFs cannot express
FGs explicitly represent what and how variables are related using factor functions
Efficient representation by saving memory: instead of a table of size 2N to represent p(x1,
…,xn), FGs use a group of smaller factors to reduce memory requirements
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Automated extraction of factor functions from data
Why automation?
- Reduce bias introduced in manual processes
- Work with complex systems

Univariate

Bivariate

Multivariate

f(x)

f(x,y)

f(x,y,z)

Probability mass function of a
user state

Likelihood of a user state given
an event

An indicator function or a
procedure

Factorizes to univariate and
bivariate functions
Correlation between an event
and a user state

f(x,y,z) = g(x)h(y,z)
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Automated extraction of factor functions from past incident data
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Univariate factor functions
The function f(u) can be represented by a likelihood
function such as a histogram or a probability table
For a user attribute u, estimate the likelihood f(u) of the
user being malicious.
How could we get information on the user attribute u?

Incident ID: 20080712
At Sat, 12 Jul 2008 15:11:33 the security team
received an alert that there was a Brazilian login to
the account user46. Since this account had just
been compromised less than a month ago, also
from country X, it was a sure indication that the
account was compromised again.

Incident ID: 20081107
We started looking at the machine on Monday
afternoon when John2 gave us access. We noticed
that the md5sum for ssh and sshd were fine,
however, the md5sum for sudo did not match.
Since this is one of the binaries they replaced last
time we suspected that it was compromised again.
The machine was given back to John2.

- Private information
- Incident report on past compromises of the user u
- Report on past compromises of u’s machines

- Public records of the user’s account compromises
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Univariate factor functions
The function f(u) can be represented by a likelihood
function such as a histogram or a probability table
For a user attribute u, estimate the likelihood f(u) of the
user being malicious.
How could we define f(u)?
- Private information

Boolean univariate factor function
f(u): user id -> bool
f(u) = 1 if user has been compromised
0 otherwise

Frequency counter univariate factor function
f(u): user id -> integer
f(u) = number of times the user account has been
exposed in public records

Histogram of login activities
f(u): user id -> real number
f(u) = ratio of success vs. (failure + suspicious)
logins
Success

Failure

Suspicious

2
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- Incident report on past compromises of the user u
Counter

- Report on past compromises of u’s machines
Incident ID: 20090813-01

- Public records of the user’s account compromises
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Bivariate factor functions
Boolean bivariate factor function
f(s,e): user state, event -> bool
1 if the two variables values have been
observed together
0 otherwise

For a user state s, and an event, estimate the likelihood
f(s,e) of the user being in the state s.
The function f(s,e) can be represented by a histogram of
observing e and s together to specify the sensitivity of
the corresponding event. This is different from fixed
rules approaches.
Definition of f(s,e)

Histogram counter bivariate factor function
f(s,e): user state, event -> integer
number of times the two variables values
have been observed together

Benign

Malicious

ALERT_FAILED_PASSWORD

64263

6

ALERT_NEW_SERVICE

0
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Multivariate factor functions (1)
Build a contextual factor function f(s,e,u) that associates events with a user state,
given a user profile.
Incident ID: 20080712
At Sat, 12 Jul 2008 15:11:33 the security team
received an alert that there was a Brazilian login to
the account user46. Since this account had just
been compromised less than a month ago, also
from Brazil, it was a sure fire indication that the
account was compromised again.

User attributes (compromised in
the past month) as described by
the incident report

Thu J un 19 18:29:47
$ unset HISTFILE

Event 1: disable logging of
bash history

Thu J un 19 18:31:54
$ wget http://[redacted]/opcrypt.z2

Event 2: download of a file
with a sensitive extension
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Multivariate factor functions (1)
Build a contextual factor function f(s,ei,,ej,u) that associates events with a user
state, given a user profile.
u

f(e1, e2,s2,u) =
s1

1 if
( e1 = disable logging
e2 = download of a file with a sensitive extension
s2 = malicious
u = compromised in the past )

f

e1

0 otherwise

s2

e2

A multivariate Factor Function combining
user state, events, and user profile
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Multivariate factor functions (2)
For a sequence of events in an attack, extract the core events that constitute the
attacks.
For every pairs of incidenti and incidentj, extract the longest common
subsequence of events

Longest common subsequence between two attacks
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Multivariate factor functions (2)
Longest common subsequence analysis identified following common
subsequences among the attacks selected from NCSA data.
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Multivariate factor functions
Longest common subsequence analysis identified following common
subsequences among the attacks at NCSA.
MULTIPLE_LOGIN

ANOMALOUS_HOST

SENSITIVE_HTTP_URI

MALWARE_HASH_REGISTRY_MATCH

HIGH_NETWORK_FLOW

NEW_SENSITIVE_CONN

NEW_SYSTEM_SRV

FAILED_PASSWORD
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Multivariate factor functions
Longest common subsequence analysis identified following common
subsequences among the attacks at NCSA.
MULTIPLE_LOGIN

ANOMALOUS_HOST

SENSITIVE_HTTP_URI

MALWARE_HASH_REGISTRY_MATCH

HIGH_NETWORK_FLOW

NEW_SENSITIVE_CONN

NEW_SYSTEM_SRV

FAILED_PASSWORD

A function f is a computer procedure instead of
a mathematical function. It measures the
progression of an attack
f: events, state -> real number
f(E,s) = {
for each tree t in the forest:
path = find_path(E, t)
if (path) {
progress = len(path) / len (t)
return relative_progress(progress, s)
}
return 0
}
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Related Work and Challenges
Accuracy
of attack
detection

Signature-based
detection
Pros: less false positives
Cons: cannot detect novel attacks, need to
update the signatures often

Our approach
Probabilistic Graphical Model
Construct probabilistic rules from
Known attack logs
Simulation of possible attacks
Human expertise

Specification-based
detection

Anomaly-based
detection

Pros: avoid false-positive since the specification
can capture all legitimate behavior.
Cons: hard to develop a complete and correct
specification

Pros: can detect previous unseen attacks
Cons: have higher false positives, and hard to
train a system for a very dynamic environment.

Specific
Some pros and cons adapted from https://www.cs.columbia.edu/~smb/classes/f06/l19.pdf

General
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Summary and Future Work
All factor functions
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Type

Count

Univariate

1258

Bivariate

270

Multivariate

24,000

Order of events
Frequency of events
Relative proximity of events
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Conclusion
Factor Graphs is a promising PGMs model to capture uncertainty of evidences
when modeling security incidents
Performance of FGs models depends on quality of factor functions, which need to
be generated automatically in the form of mathematical formulas or computer
procedure.
Three models of generating factor functions based on frequency counter, event
sensitivity, and longest subsequence analysis have been shown on real-attacks at
NCSA.
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Discussions
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Backup slides
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Life without Graphical Models
The universe is reduced to a set of random variables, described by
Machine learning is to estimate
Prediction or inference of a value

Slides adapted from: All of Graphical Models at ICMLA 2011, Xiaojin Zhu

from
to estimate
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Life without Graphical Models has many challenges
Given a graphical model, which is a joint distribution
Requires exponential storage (2N ) for binary variables
Difficult to interpret variable dependencies
Prediction or inference is computationally expensive
Only a partial observation of data is provided, we cannot estimate

Slides adapted from: All of Graphical Models at ICMLA 2011, Xiaojin Zhu
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How to construct factor functions?
Type of functions

Model

Application

Reference

Univariate function
Label of a pixel
Pair-wise function
Label of two neighboring
pixels

Markov Random Fields

Image Segmentation

Markov Random Fields in
Image Segmentation

Univariate functions
Label of a word
Multivariate functions
Label of two consecutive
words

Conditional Random Fields

Part-of-Speech tagging
Entity Extraction

An Introduction to CRF

Conditional Probability
Tables

Bayesian Network

Intrusion Detection

Bayesian Event
Classification for Intrusion
Detection

Features on observed
events and previous
labels

Conditional Random Fields

Intrusion Detection

Layered Approach Using
Conditional Random Fields
for Intrusion Detection
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Motivation
Enterprise networks and cloud services are vulnerable to high-impact attacks such
as credential stealing, extraction of sensitive data, and injection of malicious code.

30
Source: IBM X-Force
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Overview of Graphical Models
A graphical model is a collection of probability distributions that factorize
according to the structure of an underlying graph. (Michael Jordan, 2008)
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Life without Graphical Models
The universe is reduced to a set of random variables, described by
Machine learning is to estimate
Prediction or inference of a value

Slides adapted from: All of Graphical Models at ICMLA 2011, Xiaojin Zhu

from
to estimate
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Life without Graphical Models has many challenges
Given a graphical model, which is a joint distribution
Requires exponential storage (2N ) for binary variables
Difficult to interpret variable dependencies
Prediction or inference is computationally expensive
Only a partial observation of data is provided, we cannot estimate

Slides adapted from: All of Graphical Models at ICMLA 2011, Xiaojin Zhu
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How to construct factor functions?
Type of functions

Model

Application

Reference

Univariate function
Label of a pixel
Pair-wise function
Label of two neighboring pixels

Markov Random Fields

Image Segmentation

Kato, Zoltan, and Josiane Zerubia. Markov random
fields in image segmentation. Now Publishers
Incorporated, 2012, Harvard

Univariate functions
Label of a word
Multivariate functions
Label of two consecutive words

Conditional Random Fields

Part-of-Speech tagging
Entity Extraction

Sutton, Charles, and Andrew McCallum. "An
Introduction to Conditional Random Fields." Machine
Learning 4, no. 4 (2011): 267-373.

Conditional Probability Tables

Bayesian Network

Intrusion Detection

Kruegel, Christopher, Darren Mutz, William Robertson,
and Fredrik Valeur. "Bayesian event classification for
intrusion detection." In Computer Security Applications
Conference, 2003. Proceedings. 19th Annual, pp. 14-23.
IEEE, 2003.

Features on observed events and
previous labels

Conditional Random Fields

Intrusion Detection

Gupta, Kapil Kumar, Baikunth Nath, and
Ramamohanarao Kotagiri. "Layered approach using
conditional random fields for intrusion detection." IEEE
Transactions on dependable and secure Computing 7,
no. 1 (2010): 35.
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Factor Graphs vs. Bayesian Networks
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Factor Graphs vs. Markov Random Fields
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How are FGs used for attack detection?
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a. Single event
One bivariate
factor function

b. Two events
One bivariate
factor function

c. Two events
Two bivariate
factor function

d. Two events
Three bivariate
factor function

e. Two events, one
user attribute.
Four bivariate
factor function 38

